EARLY MOVEMENTS OF THE WAR
when the action opened they had endured the ordeal
of the long forced march from Worcester. Edmund
Ludlow recorded his own experience. c The night
after the battle our army quartered upon the same
ground that the enemy fought on the day before.
No man nor horse got any meat that night, and I had
touched none since the Saturday before, neither could
I find my servant who had my cloak, so that having
nothing to keep me warm but a suit of iron, I was
obliged to walk about all night, which proved very
cold by reason of a sharp frost.' It was not until
the following (Monday) night that Ludlow found
provisions, and then, c when I got meat I could scarce
eat it, my jaws for want of use, having almost lost
their natural faculty,5
The losses in the battle had been very heavy on
both sides.    No authoritative figures are on record
but Whitelock's estimate that out of a total force in
the field of something under thirty thousand between
five and six thousand were killed does not appear by
other evidence to be an exaggeration.    It is, however,
worth   noting,   as   a   reflection   on   the   value   of
contemporary records, that while Clarendon confirms
Whitelock's figures, c by the testimony of the Minister
and others of the next parish, who took care of the
burying   of the   dead,   and   which   was   the   only
computation that could be made,' William Dugdale,
who was more learned about Warwickshire matters
than most men, says in his Short View of the Late
Troubles in England, c To undeceive the world, as to the
number on both sides slain, which were then confidently
given out to be five thousand, most certain it is that
upon strict enquiry from the adjacent inhabitants,
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